A lower cost alternative laboratory mixing solution

The Lightnin G-Series achieves the required process results in water-like liquids, high viscosity blending or gas-liquid-solid applications. The G-Series is the workhorse of the laboratory mixers. The NEW controller can be supplied with or without a digital readout for speed. Speed control is managed with one simple knob.

An exceptionally versatile mixing system

**PRODUCT BENEFITS AND FEATURES**

- Largest mixing capacities in the industry
- NEW reversible rotation for up- or down-pumping experiments
- Patented mixing impellers provide maximum efficiency
- Display speed, up to 1800 RPM in ± 10 RPM increments
- Single lever adjustment clamp - repeatable mixer positioning
- Splash resistant wipe down design for cleanability
- Worldwide design, single phase 50 or 60 Hz
WORLDWIDE COMMITMENT: INTERNATIONAL CERTIFICATION

These products are CE marked for the European Community, UL listed for the USA, CSA certified for Canada and T marked for Japan. In addition, they are ETL listed and certified for many other countries.
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